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Abstract
e rational expectations hypothesis is one of the cornerstones of current economic
theorising. is review discusses a number of experiments that focus on expectation
formation by human subjects and analyses the implications for the rational expectations hypothesis. e experiments show that most agents are weakly rational and that
their expectations coordinate quickly; but the strong rational expectations hypothesis
poorly describes the expectational dynamics and is outperformed by other hypotheses.
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Two leers

e theoretical debate whether economic agents have rational expectations is not new:
an early documented exchange of views occurred between Henri Poincaré and Léon
Walras at the beginning of the twentieth century (Guesnerie, ).
Poincaré formulated the common sense objection to the hypothesis of rational expectations, which reduces in the absence of stochasticity to the hypothesis that economic
agents have perfect foresight:
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Par exemple, en mécanique, on néglige souvent le froement (…). Vous,
vous regardez les hommes comme inﬁniment égoïstes et inﬁniment clairvoyants. La première hypothèse peut être admise dans une première approximation, mais la deuxième nécessiterait peut-être quelques réserves.
For instance, friction is oen neglected in mechanics (…). In your case,
you consider men as inﬁnitely selﬁsh and inﬁnitely clairvoyant. e ﬁrst
assumption may be accepted as a ﬁrst approximation, but the second may
call for some reservations.
Leer of Henri Poincaré to Léon Walras,  September  (Jaﬀé, , p.
)
Walras’ response is indirect, but it seems that he is unwilling to let his assumption go:
En réalité il y a des froements dans le méchanisme économique; et d’autre
part les hommes sont ni parfaitement égoïstes ni parfaitement clairvoyants. Il en résulte que la théorie (…) doit indiquer avec soin ces froements
(…)
In reality, there are frictions in the economic mechanism; and agents are
moreover neither inﬁnitely selﬁsh nor inﬁnitely clairvoyant. It results that
(…) theory (…) should indicate these frictions carefully.
Leer of Léon Walras to Henri Poincaré,  October  (Jaﬀé, , p.
).
In this exchange, the non-economist argued the assumption of rational expectations to
be mildly absurd; the economic theoretician considered the advantages of this assumption for theoretical modelling to be suﬃciently important to retain it. Unfortunately
Walras did not formulate his defence more explicitly; it may be that he was, at least
rudimentarily, aware of the game-theoretic ramiﬁcations of the hypothesis, as it expresses an expectational Nash equilibrium of all agents in the economy. Given his
long-standing familiarity with Cournot’s work, which in his time was not usual, this
cannot be ruled out.



Degrees of rationality

It is a fundamental tenet of any theory of economics that agents behave rationally to
some degree. e speciﬁc question of how they form expectations and whether they


do this rationally is central to any theory of economic dynamics.
e origins of the rationality debate reach far back, at least to Hobbes and Descartes (cf.
Hirschman, ). Muth () gave an explicit formulation of what I shall call the ‘ensemble’ version of the rational expectations hypothesis: the average of all individual
expectations is correct at any point in time. Lucas & Presco () formulated a ‘homogeneous’ version ten years later: all agents have the same expectations, which take
the form of the correct future distribution of the expected variable. is is considerably
stronger than the common sense notion of rationality, that there is no systematic bias
in expectations, in this article referred to as the ‘unbiased expectations’ hypothesis.
Rational expectation models were theoretically highly aractive; empirical work provided a certain measure of support for them (see e.g. Turnovsky (); Turnovsky &
Wachter (); Lucas (); Sargent et al. (); McCallum ()); as a consequence
these models gained broad acceptance. eir radical implications simultaneously attracted severe criticism (Arrow, ). In the debate, the unbiased expectations hypothesis was, and is, oen used to justify the homogeneous version, based on the (unjustiﬁed) assumption of equivalence of the two.
e Smith-Suchanek-Williams experiment (Smith et al., ) broke new ground. In
an experimental seing, where the economic environment could be controlled, and
where both the information available to the agents as well as their actions were perfectly known, groups of agents eventually arrived collectively at the rational expectations equilibrium through market interactions. is happened however only aer a
prolonged learning phase, lasting several runs of the experiment with the same subjects, which was characterised by strong speculative behaviour, and whose occurrence
was considered at the time to be surprising (Sunder, ). In a reﬁned set-up the behaviour of some of the agents was shown to be irrational, at least during the learning
phase, in the sense that some of their purchasing and selling decisions resulted with
certainty in a loss (Lei et al., ).
It has never been questioned that some kind of learning has to occur before agents can
arrive at a rational expectations equilibrium. But experiments like Smith et al. ()
emphasised that learning is central to economic behaviour; experimental evidence indicated moreover that the institutional structure of the market has major inﬂuence on
the speed of the learning process (Smith, ).
A number of learning theories has been proposed. Perhaps closest to the spirit of the
rational expectations hypothesis is Guesnerie’s concept of ‘eductive learning’ (Guesnerie, , ), where agents, to form their expectations, make full use of all available



information about their economic environment, as well of the ‘common-knowledge’
hypothesis that all other agents do the same. is type of learning does not necessarily require full knowledge of the system, though the demands on the reasoning
capabilities of the agents are substantial.
ese demands are much lighter in ‘evolutive learning’ theories, where agents are modelled as econometricians or adaptive learners. e former have a perceived law of
motion of the system on which they base their actions, estimating its parameters continuously as new data becomes available. Under broad conditions such an econometric learning procedure can converge to the rational expectations equilibrium (Bray &
Savin, ; Marcet & Sargent, ; Evans & Honkapohja, ). Adaptive learners
consider a number of diﬀerent adaptive expectation rules, using that which ﬁts the
observed data best at that particular instant of time; the ‘discrete choice’ learning models of Brock & Hommes (, ) are of this type. Models where agents can choose
between both adaptive and econometric learning rules have been considered as well
(Tuinstra & Wagener, ; Branch & Evans, ).
Learning has been studied widely in the laboratory, and there is a tendency to reﬁne
experimental setups in order to elicit expectations of agents directly, rather than having
to derive these from the agents’ actions on the basis of a putative ‘inner model’ of their
behaviour. is class of setups has been denoted as ‘learning-to-forecast’ experiments
(Marimon & Sunder, ).
e aim of the present survey is to discuss a number of learning-to-forecast experiments that focussed on the evolution of agents’ expectations of an economic variable
in the situation that the aggregate expectations determined the evolution of this variable (Sonnemans et al., ; Hommes et al., , , ; Heemeijer et al., ; Bao
et al., ); see also Hommes (). In these experiments subjects have to give their
best predictions of a price variable; as their pay-oﬀ depends directly on the quality of
the prediction, these predictions can be taken as the subjects’ individual expectations.
rough the law of motion of the economic system, these expectations feed back into
the realisations of the economic variable observed by the subjects and are presumably used by them to form their predictions of its next realisation. is highly abstract
seing forms a natural testing ground for diﬀerent interpretations of the rational expectations hypothesis, some of which are explored in the following.
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ere is a subtle but highly important diﬀerence between Muth’s original formulation
of the rational expectations hypothesis and its subsequent interpretation by Lucas &
Presco (). Muth’s hypothesis states that the ensemble of all expectations is distributed about the theoretical value:
“(…) expectations of ﬁrms (or, more generally, the subjective probability distribution of outcomes) tend to be distributed, for the same information set, about the prediction of the theory (or the ‘objective’ probability
distributions of outcomes). (…) It [i.e. the hypothesis] does not assert that
the scratch work of entrepreneurs resembles the system of equations in
any way; nor does it state that predictions of entrepreneurs are perfect or
that their expectations are all the same”. (Muth, , p. )
“Allowing for cross-sectional diﬀerences in expectations is a simple
maer, because their aggregate eﬀect is negligible as long as the deviation
from the rational forecast for an individual ﬁrm is not strongly correlated
with those of the others. Modiﬁcations are necessary only if the correlation of the errors is large and depends systematically on other explanatory
variables”. (Muth, , p. )
e comment in square brackets is mine; the emphasis is Muth’s.
Some care is needed in interpreting this deﬁnition, in particular the term ‘subjective
probability distribution’. As Muth notes emphatically that the hypothesis does not
imply that the predictions of entrepreneurs are perfect, or that their expectations are
all the same, ‘subjective probability distribution’ has to refer to the distribution of the
observable predictions of the ﬁrms involved. In other words, Muth’s hypothesis is
phenomenological: it does not have an internal model of the entrepreneurs, nor does
it impose that all entrepreneurs behave the same.
e point is crucial, as it implies that Muth’s hypothesis is testable without having
to impose a model of the internal workings of the economic agents, or even without
having to have a model of the economy at all: if time series of expectations of an
economic variable are known for a representative ensemble of agents, as well as a time
series of its realisations, Muth’s rational expectations hypothesis can be tested.
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In statistical mechanics, a system is ‘ergodic’ if the average of an observable over an
ensemble of systems, taken at a speciﬁc point in time, is equal to the time average of
the same observable, computed for a single system. Analogously, to Muth’s hypothesis of ensemble rationality there corresponds a ‘time-averaged’ version of the rational
expectations hypothesis, stating that for every single agent the time-average of the
mismatch between expectations and realisations vanishes; that is, over time the expectations of every agent are unbiased with respect to the theoretical value. A stronger
formulation of this hypothesis also requires that the expectation errors do not display
any autocorrelation structure. Also this hypothesis is testable on the basis of observed
data.
is notion has variously been called ‘informational eﬃciency’ (Hommes et al., )
or ‘internal rationality’ (Adam & Marcet, ); for the purposes of this survey, it will
be called the ‘unbiased expectations hypothesis’.
.
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e formulation of Muth’s hypothesis given by Lucas & Presco () is usually taken for a mere rewording, which it is not, and it is this form in which the rational
expectations hypothesis is ordinarily used in theoretical economic analysis:
“(…) we shall (…) go to the opposite extreme, assuming that the actual
and anticipated prices have the same probability distribution, or that price
expectations are rational.” (Lucas & Presco, , p. )
“Speciﬁcally, we assume that expectations of ﬁrms are rational, or that
the anticipated price at time t is the same function of (u1 , ..., ut ) as is the
actual price. at is, we assume that ﬁrms know the true distribution of
prices for all future periods”. (Lucas & Presco, , p. ).
In contrast to Muth’s ensemble version, this form of the hypothesis assumes an internal
model of economic agents, and it states explicitly that the expectations of all agents are
the same. at is, Lucas and Presco strengthen Muth’s deﬁnition by explicitly adding
the assumption of full homogeneity of agents.
Arrow formulated the Mantel-Sonnenschein-Debreu theorem, that rationality on the
micro level has few implications on the macro level, succinctly as follows: “In the aggregate, the hypothesis of rational behaviour has in general no implication” (Arrow,
, Section II). Adding the assumption of homogeneity is therefore by no means


innocent; it is precisely this assumption that allows to make powerful theoretical predictions.
e homogeneous rational expectations hypothesis itself is not testable based on sequences of predicted and expected prices. It is a statement about the equality of two
distributions, of which one, the ‘anticipated distributions’, only exists in the mind of
the agents, and is not directly observable: it can only be constructed if models of the
economy and of the agents are available. Only in the special case that there is no
stochasticity in the system, the distributions degenerate, and the hypothesis becomes
testable; but unless expectations and realisations are always exactly equal, every statistical test will reject homogeneous rationality in this situation.
e wording of the hypothesis implies that it is only meant to describe a time-asymptotic
state of the economic system, making no statements about the rate of convergence towards this state (Modigliani, ; Friedman, ). is is acknowledged by Lucas and
Presco (cf. also the discussion in Lucas & Sargent, ):
“us we surrender, in advance, any hope of shedding light on the
process by which ﬁrms translate current information into price forecasts.”
(Lucas & Presco, , p. )
Finally, the homogeneous hypothesis implicitly assumes that obtaining rational expectations is costless (see Shaw, , chapter , especially ﬁgure .). Weakening this
assumption is at the basis of the rational inaention literature (Sims, , , ;
Woodford, ).
.
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Given the radicality of the homogeneous rational expectations hypothesis, it is legitimate to inquire aer the secrets of its phenomenal success. One of these must be that
it was introduced at an opportune moment in time. In the early days of econometric
modelling, expectations were assumed to be formed adaptively: price forecasts were
assumed to be conditioned on (a ﬁxed segment o) the time series of past prices. Adaptive expectation formation implies, for instance, a theoretically exploitable trade-oﬀ
between inﬂation and output in macroeconomic models, which is absent under rational expectations (Sargent & Wallace, ). In practice, inﬂationary policies triggered
immediate demands for higher wages, nullifying most of the trade-oﬀs and implying
that expectations are based on future rather than past conditions.
e homogeneous rational expectations hypothesis solves the modelling problem in-



volved. In its context, actions are rational if agents do not have an incentive to change
them in view of the future evolution of the system given these actions. is brings out
its game-theoretic background: a rational expectations equilibrium is a Nash equilibrium in a dynamic many-agent situation, where an individual agent cannot change the
evolution of the aggregate variables unilaterally. Because of this, it fulﬁls an important
benchmark function. Yet even if agents are perfectly informed about the system and
about each others rationality, coordination on the rational expectations equilibrium is
problematic (Guesnerie, , ).
Another reason for the success of the homogeneous hypothesis is the very strength of
the formulation, or what may be called its universality: it makes a deﬁnite prediction,
which is moreover not dependent on any parameters that would have to be measured
or ﬁed.
Finally, in practice the diﬀerence between adaptive and rational expectations amounts
to the fact that under rational expectations agents forget irrelevant information quickly.
is is a direct consequence of their forward looking nature; but it is also an oen
observed feature of human economic subjects, that they anticipate certain structural
changes in their environment and adapt themselves to it.



Experiments

In the Smith et al. () experiment, subjects have to perform two tasks: they have
to form expectations about the future behaviour of the price, or, equivalently, about
the future behaviour of the market participants, and then they have to make trading
decisions. As both tasks are performed internally, the interpretation of the resulting
trading data is complicated. Generally, subjects who have to perform both tasks simultaneously perform worse than those who only perform one of these (Bao et al.,
).
is motivated separating the tasks into learning-to-forecast and learning-to-optimise.
e remainder of this review will discuss a number of learning-to-forecast experiments
that have been performed at CeNDEF, mostly in cooperation with the CREED laboratory, at the University of Amsterdam.
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One of the central arguments proposed to motivate rational expectations invokes evolutionary selection: rationally forecasting agents will outperform other agents in the
long run and hence will take over the market eventually.
e Sonnemans et al. () experiment investigated aspects of this argument. It was a
classroom strategy experiment in the spirit of Axelrod (): a number of subjects, students in a dynamical systems course, devised functional forecasting rules of a Muthian
cobweb economy with nonlinear supply functions. Strategies were allowed to condition on past realised prices and on their private past predictions; they had to be
submied in writing, were then translated into functional form and coded.
ere were four rounds, each pair separated by two weeks. In each round at least
twenty strategies were submied. Per round,  simulations were run; for each simulation, six strategies were drawn at random from the pool of submied strategies, and
partook in a forecasting experiment.¹ Aer the round, time series of the predictions of
the strategy and the price realisations were given to the subjects.
Parameters were chosen in such a way that the value of the ratio of marginal total
supply to marginal total demand at the market clearing price equalled approximately
−7.5; this means that the expectations feedback system was far from being stable under
naïve expectations — that is, under the rule that expects the next price realisation to
be equal to the most recent realisation — and hence far from being eductively stable in
the sense of Guesnerie ().
e mean quadratic distance of the realised prices to the rational expectations equilibrium price decreased monotonically over the four rounds, with the value in the last
round about 25% of that of the ﬁrst. About 10% of the simulations converged to a steady
state (near) the rational expectations state. In contrast to this, about 50% of the simulations exhibited chaotic dynamics. Although these numbers were roughly constant
over the rounds, the highest fraction of chaotic dynamics occurred in the ﬁnal round,
where the average distance of the dynamics to the rational expectations equilibrium
was smallest. is increase in dynamical complexity was also reﬂected in the average
length of the code per strategy, which increased monotonically over the rounds.
ese results do not support the evolutionary motivation of the emergence of rational
expectations as the eﬀect of increasing competition. ey rather point to the increase
¹Six is a popular group size in experimental economics: it is suﬃciently large to practically exclude
collusion when participants, or their strategies, cannot communicate; conversely, it is suﬃciently small
to allow to draw many diﬀerent groups from a pool of moderate size.



in dynamic and informational complexity as competition between the subjects intensiﬁes. Even if homogeneous rational expectations is the only surviving strategy in the
limit of inﬁnite time series and inﬁnite computational resources of the subjects, this
does not guarantee that it is the outcome of the process of increasing these resources
indeﬁnitely (cf. Brock et al., , for a similar non-convergence result).
e results do however not contradict the ‘common knowledge’ approach to expectation formation. A possible interpretation the results is that the traders on the market
could only establish a certain band of ‘possible prices’ as common knowledge. Even
the for the lowest estimate of this price band, more than 90% of the variation of the
supply function occurs within it; so only very lile information about the price has
been established as common knowledge.
.
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e experiments reported by Hommes et al. (, ) and Heemeijer et al. ()
investigated the impact of institutional structure on expectation dynamics. Unlike the
strategy experiment of Sonnemans et al. (), these were conducted in a laboratory
and ran for at most three hours. Also, whereas Sonnemans et al. () elicited prediction rules, the laboratory experiments only elicited point predictions. is subsection
describes the common features of these three experiments.
In all of them, subjects participated in a forecasting task that lasted for  periods. At
the beginning of each experiment, subjects were told that they had to act as advisers
to a ﬁrm that was operating on a certain market. In order to make production decisions, the ﬁrm needed a price forecast of the market price next period. Some qualitative
information was given on the market behaviour, whether an increase in price expectations would occasion the price to go down or to go up. e subjects were not given
any quantitative information; in particular, they had not the information necessary to
derive the rational equilibrium price.
During the experiment, a computer screen provided the subjects with a complete list
of their own past forecasts and of past price realisations, both in numerical and in
graphical form, but not the forecasts, past or present, of the other subjects. Also their
total earnings, the earnings in the most recent period, as well as the total number of
remaining rounds were displayed.
Groups of six subjects each were formed. At each point in time, the price expectations
of all the subjects in a group generated a price realisation through a rule that was particular to the experiment. Consequently, the information on the screen was updated.


In this way, the forecasts of the subjects determined the dynamics of the price series.
On average, one round of expectation formation took about two minutes.
Aer realisation of the price, individual period earnings Eit were determined according
to
}
{
( e
)
pit − pt 2
Eit = 1300 max 1 −
,0 :
()
7
here peit is subject i’s expected value of the realised price pt . At the end of the experiment, participants’ earnings were converted to euros according to an exchange rate of
2600 earning points to 1 euro. e theoretic maximum of possible earnings was therefore 25 euros in each experiment. For a typical experiment (Heemeijer et al., ),
expected earning were 24.87 if all agents had formed their expectations according
to the homogeneous rational expectations hypothesis. e average of actual realised
earnings over all runs was about 22 euros, that is, 88% of the ‘rational’ value.
.
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In Hommes et al. (), the price realisation rule, reminiscent of an asset pricing market, was given by
1
pt =
R

(

1∑ e
(1 − nt )
pit+1 + nt p∗ + ȳ + εt
6
6

)
;

()

i=1

here R = 1.05 is the gross interest rate, ȳ = 3 the mean dividend pay-oﬀ, εt ∼
N (0, 1/4) independently distributed dividend ﬂuctuations, p∗ = ȳ/(R − 1) = 60
the fundamental price and peit+1 the individual expectations of the six experimental
subjects of next period’s price. Finally nt = 1 − exp (|pt−1 − p∗ |/200) is a fraction of
‘robot’ fundamental traders that always predict the fundamental price p∗ ; these traders
act as a ‘stabilising’ force if the deviation of the price from the fundamental becomes
large. Without robot traders this kind of market is prone to having strong prolonged
price bubbles, introducing ‘ceiling events’ as the predictions hit a previously unknown
upper bound.
e informational structure of () is that of a positive feedback loop: an increase in the
average price expectations eﬀects an increase of the realised price. ree types of qualitatively diﬀerent expectation dynamics were observed: monotone convergence to the
rational expectations equilibrium, oscillatory decay towards the rational expectations
equilibrium and persistent non-decaying oscillations. Which of these would obtain in
a run was the outcome of an initial brief coordination phase, taking up to ﬁve periods.


Aer that, price predictions were strongly coordinated over the group.
e Hommes et al. () experiment considered a negative feedback structure instead,
by taking a nonlinear Muthian cobweb evolution
pt = α − β

6
∑

S (peit ) + εt ;

()

i=1

the supply functions are given as S(p) = tanh(λ(p − 6)) + 1. e experiment consisted of three treatments, best characterised by the derivative σ = βS ′ (p∗ ) of the
(deterministic part of the) evolution equation at the rational equilibrium price p∗ :
σ = −0.87, −1.96 and −7.75 respectively. at is, the dynamics are stable under
naïve expectations in the ﬁrst treatment, but unstable in the second and third.
Yet the observed expectational dynamics converged to rational expectations not only
in the ﬁrst treatment, but also in the second; in the third treatment convergence did not
seem to obtain. Moreover, convergence in the ﬁrst two treatments was rapid, occurring
almost instantly.
Smith () observed that in very many experiments, prices and allocations converged to their predicted rational expectations value, in spite of knowledge being either
incomplete or private or both. He concluded that there is no support for the aainment of rational equilibria by conscious cognitive eﬀorts, but that it is achieved rather
by the institutional structure, though noting “What is imperfectly understood is the
precise manner in which institutions serve as social tools that reinforce, even induce,
individual rationality”.
e Hommes et al. () experiment identiﬁes negative informational feedback as a
mechanism that can induce individual rationality. Even in the moderately unstable
situation rapid convergence towards the rational expectations equilibrium is obtained:
this reﬂects the eﬃciency of most commodity markets.
Under positive informational feedback, the collective prediction behaviour of the experimental subjects is much more unstable, as price bubbles and persistent price oscillations occurred, which were sustained over the complete run.
. N    
e comparison of the Hommes et al. () and the Hommes et al. () experiments
is complicated by two facts: the price formation rule of the former, equation (), is
linear; that of the laer, equation (), is nonlinear. Moreover, in the former experiment


the realised price this period depends on the expected price next period, while in the
laer the realised price this period depends on its expected value. e wish to be able to
analyse positive and negative informational feedback in a symmetric seing informed
the design of the Heemeijer et al. () experiment, which will be discussed at some
length.
In this experiment, homogeneous rationality implies that subjects expect a unique value for the expected price, rather than a forward looking dynamic law of which they
would have to evaluate the dynamic consequences correctly. In this sense, it is the simplest of the learning-to-forecast experiments, and the one in which the homogeneous
rational expectations hypothesis can be expected to have its best shot.
..

Price formation.

In the Heemeijer et al. () setup, the price formation rules () and () of the earlier
experiments were replaced by
(
pt = α + β

1∑ e
pit
6
6

)
+ εt

()

i=1

e random terms εt were independently distributed normal variables with mean 0
and variance 1/4.
ere were two treatments, representing two diﬀerent kinds of ‘market structure’. In
both treatments, the parameters α and β were chosen such that the rational expectations equilibrium price equalled p∗ = 60. In the ﬁrst treatment, the ‘feedback’ parameter
β was set to β = −0.95; in the second, β = 0.95. Accordingly, the treatments are denoted ‘negative’ and ‘positive’ feedback, respectively.
e negative feedback treatment is an exact implementation of a Muthian cobweb that
is stable under naïve expectations and hence under eductive learning. e positive
feedback treatment shares structural features with asset pricing models; but in most
such models, agents make predictions about the price of the next period, rather than
the current period.
..

Results.

e data of the experiments are published on the CeNDEF web site, and are freely
accessible. e raw results of the negative feedback treatment are shown in ﬁgure .
Individual predictions coordinated and converged rapidly towards values that are close
to the rational expectations value. is is remarkable given the ‘weak’ nature of the
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feedback: the value β = −0.95 is close to the value −1 bounding the eductive stability
region. A number of agents actually ended up by constantly predicting the rational
expectations value p∗ = 60 exactly for most of the run.
In runs  and  some of the subjects tried to experiment for some periods, e.g. around
t = 20 and t = 40 in run . ey were presumably discouraged from pursuing this by
low earnings. In run  agents were probably expecting an end-of-period eﬀect, which
destabilised the price in the last few periods.
Figure  illustrates the results of the positive feedback treatment. One of the runs
has been le out: it is the run marked P in ﬁgure  of Heemeijer et al. (), where
expectations and realisations went far over the value of 100 in some time periods.
In this treatment again there is rapid coordination of individual predictions around a
common prediction; but that common prediction deviates from the rational expectations prediction more than in the negative feedback case, in some cases substantially
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more. ere seems to be substantial endogenous dynamics of the common prediction,
which moreover varies qualitatively: in some runs it converges monotonously towards
the rational expectations value; in others it converges but oscillates. Again, as in the
negative feedback treatment, subjects tend to experiment occasionally (runs  and ).
Testing the unbiased expectations hypothesis.. As all individual predictions are available, the ‘unbiased expectations hypothesis’ can be tested. e individual expectation
errors eit = pt − peit is the diﬀerence between realised and expected price. In order to
ensure that expectational coordination has taken place, only the realisations of eit for
11 ≤ t ≤ 50 have been considered. Under the unbiased expectations hypothesis, the
mean of the eit is expected to be zero.
For the negative feedback treatment, the hypothesis is rejected 5 times, out of 36, at the
10% level; for positive feedback, there are 3 rejections, out of 36, at the same level. is
supports rather strongly the hypothesis that the subjects have unbiased expectations.



Convergence to homogeneous rational expectations.. As the homogeneous rational
expectations hypothesis is a statement about an asymptotic steady state, it needs to be
complemented with a theory of the rate of convergence towards that state. Only if the
rate of advent of new information to the system is much slower than the convergence
rate, there is a case for homogeneous rational expectations to be the correct description
of actual expectations; if information arrives at a faster rate, transient dynamics will
play a signiﬁcant role.
Information about these transients is obtained as follows: a model of the subjects behaviour is estimated; then non-stochastic price dynamics are simulated using the estimated behaviour. ese dynamics turn out to converge for all runs: the asymptotic
steady state prices as well as the deterministic rate of convergence towards that price
are estimated for the simulated dynamics.
e details of this programme were executed as follows. Heemeijer et al. () provided best estimates of individual forecasting rules of at most three lags in past forecasts
and past price realisations (tables C and C in Heemeijer et al. ()). Substituting
these for the price expectations peit in () and running the price evolution with the same
noise realisations as used in the experiment gives ﬁts of varying quality. It was usually
suﬃcient to remove one individual estimated rule per run, and in one instance two, to
improve the ﬁts to a satisfactory degree. What is more, in the two runs that diverge
most from the estimated trajectories, the expectation of one of the subjects was radically deviating from all others, either due to a typing mistake or due to the wish to
explore. If this is taken into account, the ﬁt obtained by the remaining rules to the data
is remarkably good.
Treating the remaining forecasting rules as describing the actual behaviour of the subjects, a new realised price time series is obtained for each run by running the evolution
law () without noisy perturbations. en a linear model of the form
pt = c0 +

3
∑

ci pt−i

()

i=1

is estimated on the resulting time series, giving for run k estimates ĉki of the parameters
ci . e implied steady state price p∗k is computed according to
p∗k =

1−

ĉk0
∑3

i=1 ĉki

.

()



e implied rate of convergence rk is deﬁned as
rk = − log |λk |,

()

where λ = λk is the root having the largest complex absolute value of the equation
λ3 −

3
∑

ĉki λ3−i = 0.

()

i=1

e results for p∗k and rk are very robust with respect to the number of lags taken in
equation ().
Run k

p∗k

rk

Run 
Run 
Run 
Run 
Run 
Run 

60.07
62.20
60.71
59.49
58.83
61.10

0.1022
0.1892
0.0832
0.0617
0.1916
0.0882

Mean

60.4 ± 1.2

0.119 ± 0.057

Tabel : Estimated steady states and convergence rates (positive feedba treatment), their
sample means and sample standard deviations.

e results are shown in table . All estimated steady state values p∗k of the realised
price are close to the rational expectations value. e hypothesis that they equal the
rational value of 60 cannot be rejected even at the 10% level. is supports the homogeneous rational expectations hypothesis asymptotically, in that prices converge
to the rational expectations equilibrium values.
e convergence rates are low. It might be conjectured that they equal the feedback
strength rβ = − log 0.95 ≈ 0.0513. But this hypothesis is rejected at the 5% level. Nevertheless, data from Sonnemans & Tuinstra (), where the same experiment was
conducted with a feedback strength rβ = − log 0.667 ≈ 0.4, show that the convergence rate increases with the feedback strength. It may be conjectured that in a positive
feedback situation this dependence is linear.
Of course, a single data point cannot decide this conjecture. If it were however true, it
would have interesting implications: asset markets have typically a positive feedback
structure, with the feedback strength proportional to the risk free interest rate. If the
convergence rate is of the same order of magnitude as the risk free rate, the time scale


of convergence towards the rational expectations equilibrium, which is of the order
of the inverse of the convergence rate, is of the order of magnitude between 6 and 50
years, for risk free rates between 0.15 and 0.02 respectively.
..

Homogeneous rationality.

One of the major virtues of the homogeneous rational expectations hypothesis is that it
is universal and that it provides very strong restrictions on predicted agent behaviour;
for instance, in the simple context of the Heemeijer et al. () experiment, the only
price prediction that is consistent with the homogeneous rational expectations (HRE)
hypothesis is
peHRE,t = p∗ = 60
()
for all t.
Any other model of expectation formation of agents should share the property of being
universal. Such a model can contain parameters that are unknown beforehand; but
these parameters should be determined in such a way that they ﬁt all situations in
which the homogeneous rational hypothesis and its alternative are to be compared; in
particular, they should not be estimated anew for each diﬀerent context. is section
tries to construct a competing universal model that aims to explain the experimental
data of the Heemeijer et al. () experiment beer than the homogeneous rational
expectations hypothesis.
In constructing this model, two goals are aimed at. Firstly, the model should be ‘externally consistent’ with the observed time series: this is the usual natural requirement
that it should provide good in-sample descriptions and good out-of-sample predictions
of the observed data. Secondly, the model should be ‘internally consistent’ with the
data: price predictions at a certain point in time should be conditioned only on data
that are available to the experimental subjects at that time, or, put diﬀerently, the prediction rule should be such that it could be used by the subjects during the experiment.
In particular, in the context of the Heemeijer et al. () experiment, expectations
derived from the homogeneous rational expectations hypothesis do not ﬁt the second
requirement, as the subjects had been given only general qualitative information about
the market they were facing, and in particular lacked the data to compute the rational
expectations equilibrium price.
Precisely because of the uncertainty about the environment which they are facing, the
experimental subjects cannot use eductive learning, and they have to use some form
of evolutionary learning. ey are assumed to construct a number of competing pre-



diction rules and select that rule which has been performing best, according to some
criterion, in the past. As this is a restricted exercise, for the predictors three ordinary least square learning rules are chosen, in the spirit of Branch & Evans (). is
choice highlights the central problem of any alternative theory to rational expectations:
which forecast rules, or more generally, which perceived laws of motion to choose, as
it is inconsistent with our internal evidence of human behaviour to assume that all possible prediction rules should qualify. It is more reasonable to let agents use a criterion
to decide at which point in time they are dissatisﬁed with the currently available rules,
and then to have a theory how an additional rule is chosen. As remarked before in
the context of the Sonnemans et al. () strategy experiment, it is not at all clear that
rational expectations will be the eventual outcome of an ongoing competition between
diﬀerent forecasting rules.
e alternative will be denoted as the ‘switching OLS’ (sOLS) model. Motivated by
the rapid coordination of expectations which is observed in the experiments, agents
are assumed to be homogeneous. Moreover, it is assumed that they condition their
price predictions only on the publicly available realised prices. At the beginning of
time period t, agents have access to the series of past realised prices: that is, their
information set is
It−1 = {p1 , . . . , pt−1 }.
()
ey keep track of three prediction rules, indexed by the number of time lags ℓ =
0, 1, 2; these are ordinary least squares predictions of the form
peℓ,t = peℓ,t (It−1 ) = ĉℓ0,t +

ℓ
∑

ĉℓs,t pt−s ,

()

s=1

where the ĉℓs,t = ĉℓs,t (It−1 ), for s = 0, . . . , ℓ, are obtained by ﬁing the lag-ℓ prediction rule () on the price time series It−1 . Let Lt = Lt (It−1 ) be the lag of the rule
∑
e
2
with the lowest total squared prediction error t−1
s=1 (pℓ,s − ps ) . en
pesOLS,t (It−1 ) = peLt ,t (It−1 )

()

is the new prediction of the sOLS model.
One-step-ahead. First, the one-step-ahead prediction quality of the homogeneous rational expectations model and the switching OLS model are compared; that is, for the
switching OLS model the prediction rules () are progressively estimated on the time
lab = {plab , . . . , plab } of realised prices of the laboratory experiments. Let
series It−1
1
t−1
pelab,t denote the corresponding average price prediction of the experimental subjects


at time t. To compare the quality of the predictions, for each model and for each run
the mean of the absolute prediction errors
1 ∑ e
lab
plab,t − pemodel,t (It−1
)
46
50

ēmodel =

()

t=5

have been computed for both models, as well as the probability of these mean absolute
prediction errors being drawn from the same distribution.
e results depend strongly on the feedback structure. Homogeneous rational expectations outperform switching OLS expectations signiﬁcantly in all situations of the negative feedback treatment. Yet both models perform well: if the absolute modelling error
is deﬁned as the mean diﬀerence between values that are observed and those that are
predicted by the model, the largest absolute modelling error of the homogeneous rational expectations rule is 1.1057, or about 1.1057/60 ≈ 2% of the rational expectations
equilibrium price; the modelling error of the switching OLS rule is signiﬁcantly larger,
but still rather good at 3% of p∗ .
In the positive feedback treatment however, the switching OLS rule outperforms homogeneous rational expectations in all situations, as the modelling error turns out to
be signiﬁcantly smaller. For instance, the largest modelling error of the switching OLS
model is again about 3% of the fundamental price, while it equals 14% for the homogenous rational expectations model.
Figures  and  show, for the negative and the positive feedback treatment respectively,
the price realisations and the one-step ahead predictions of both models. e predictions of the switching OLS model, based on the time series realised in the experiment,
track the coordinated actual predictions much closer than the, constant, homogeneous
rational predictions.
Many-steps-ahead. To assess the performance of the switching OLS model for manylab
steps-ahead predictions, the rules () are estimated on an initial segment {plab
t0 , . . . , pt1 }
of the time series obtained in the experiment. For t > t1 , simulated price realisations
e
psim
t are obtained by computation, that is, by substituting price expectations pt obtained from () into (), with the noise realisations εt the same as in the experiment. e
information set of the simulated agents is thus given as
{
}
sim
lab sim
sim
It−1
= plab
()
t0 , . . . , pt1 , pt1 +1 , . . . , pt−1 .
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Figuur : One-step ahead predictions for the negative feedba treatment. Homogeneous rational expectations (blue, doed), switing ordinary least squares predictions (red, dashed),
and actual predictions of subjects (bla, solid).

e beginning of the training interval has been chosen at t0 = 4 to ensure rough initial
coordination of beliefs. Its end has been set equal to t1 = 24, in order to avoid having
in the training set the presumable typing error that occurred at t = 25 of one of the
participants in run  of the positive feedback treatment (cf. ﬁgure ).
Figure  shows the many-steps-ahead predictions of the homogeneous rational expectations rule and the switching OLS rule under the same noise realisations as in the
experiments. e switching OLS predictions track the predictions of the experimental
subjects signiﬁcantly beer in most cases. e main exception, run , is interesting:
one of the experimental subjects, by error or by design, made at t = 25 a very low
prediction, which caused a large downward jump of the actual price realisation and
the subsequent price predictions. e price predictions returned to the many-stepsahead prediction later on. Also in run  there are signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the
switching OLS model and the true realisation; but even there, the alternative model
tracks the actual price evolution much beer than the rational expectations model.
e simulated predictions pemodel,t are again compared, for both models, to the average
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Figuur : As ﬁgure , but for the positive feedba treatment.

predictions pelab,t obtained from the experimental subjects, by computing the mean absolute prediction error (). In the negative feedback treatment, equality of the mean
absolute prediction errors of the two models is rejected only for one of the runs. is
is slightly surprising, as the homogeneous rational expectations model outperformed
the switching OLS model signiﬁcantly in one-step-ahead forecasting. It is explained by
the fact that the compared error time series are much shorter in the many-steps-ahead
comparison. Moreover, most of the ‘irregularity’ of the time series is in the initial
segment, which helps the switching OLS rule to perform beer.
For the positive feedback treatment, equality is rejected for all but one of the runs, the
switching OLS predictions outperforming rational predictions signiﬁcantly in all other
runs. is is even the case in runs  and , where the dynamics has all but converged
on the rational expectations predictions.
..

Interpretation.

e comparison of the homogeneous rational expectations model to the switching OLS
model stacks the cards in favour of the former: to compute the rational benchmark, the
complete structure of the model has to be known, and this knowledge is denied to the
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Figuur : Many-steps-ahead predictions for the positive feedba treatment. Homogeneous
rational expectations (blue, doed), switing ordinary least squares predictions (red, dashed), and actual predictions by experimental subjects (bla, solid).

subjects by design of the experiments. Put this way, the surprising aspect of the results
is not that the rational benchmark performs poorly in the positive feedback treatment,
but that it performs so well in the negative feedback treatment.
A heuristic order-of-magnitude argument may help to understand the underlying mechanism. Consider the evolution equation (), assume for the moment that all agents
make the same prediction pet at time t, and introduce the quantities xet and et : the former is the deviation of the expected price from the rational benchmark p∗ = α/(1−β);
the laer is the prediction error:
xet = pet − p∗

and et = pt − pet .

()

Subtracting pet from both sides of equation and rewriting transforms equation () into
et = (β − 1)xet + εt ;

()

note that this representation is not available to the experimental subjects. Taking squa-



res and expectations yields
Ee2t = (1 − β)2 (xet )2 + Eε2t .

()

As the pay-oﬀ of the subjects is a decreasing function of e2t , their actions will tend to
push Ee2t as far as possible towards zero. Now et consists of a ‘signal’ term (β − 1)xet
and a ‘noise’ term εt . Heuristically speaking, their actions will amount to reducing the
signal term, over which they have some control, in such a way that it is at least not
signiﬁcantly larger than the noise term. Convergence towards the fundamental steady
state is by this argument expected to be fast until the two terms are of equal order of
magnitude; aerwards, the signal is harder to distinguish from the noise. In particular,
the terms are equal if
√
Eε2t
e
.
()
|xt | =
1−β
As Eε2t = 1/4, in the negative feedback treatment β = −0.95 equation () gives rise
to a typical price deviation |xet | = 0.26, whereas in the positive feedback treatment
β = 0.95, this value is equal to 10. A visual comparison of the order of magnitudes
of these deviations to those of the experimental deviations from the fundamental price
recorded in ﬁgures  and  suggests that the orders are correct.
is is borne out by the results of Sonnemans & Tuinstra (), where the same dynamics is studied, but with β = 0.667. is corresponds to a typical price deviation
of |xet | = 1.50; the heuristic argument predicts fast convergence until this level is reached, which is corroborated by the results (see Sonnemans & Tuinstra, , ﬁgure
).
Concluding, the diﬀerences in the deviations from the rational expectations equilibrium are a consequence of the diﬀerent institutional arrangements in the two treatments, and are not caused by rationality or lack of rationality of the experimental
subjects.
.

S

In the Heemeijer et al. () experiment, almost all agents made unbiased predictions:
for a large majority of them, the mean expectation error was not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
from zero.
To test the homogeneous rational expectations hypothesis, the assumption had to be
made that the preferences of the agents were perfectly described by the individual



earnings function (), and that agents did not put any value on leisure time while performing in the experiment.
First, in both treatments, the rational expectations equilibrium was obtained as an
asymptotic limit of the expectations dynamics. In the negative treatment, convergence
to this limit was fast and occurred within the observation period; in the positive treatment, it was weak and had to be established by extrapolation methods. It is conjectured
that the convergence rate is of the same order of magnitude as the feedback strength;
if true, this has far-reaching consequences for the dynamics of asset markets.
Second, the ﬁt of an alternative parameter-free model of aggregate expectation formation to the data was compared to that of the homogeneous rational expectations
model. For one-step-ahead predictions, the rational model outperformed the alternative signiﬁcantly in the negative feedback treatment, while these roles were reversed
in the positive feedback treatment. But while in the former case, the maximal relative
error of the alternative model was about 3% compared to 2% of the rational model, in
the laer case the maximal relative error of the rational model was about 14% against
3% of the alternative model.
Finally, for many-step-ahead predictions under the same noise realisations as in the
experiments, both models performed more or less equally well in the negative feedback
treatment, while the alternative model was again signiﬁcantly beer in the positive
feedback treatment.
If the requirement is made that a model should be able to explain structurally diﬀerent
situations, then on basis of these experimental data it can be concluded that though
rational expectations constitute a reasonable ﬁrst approximation, the switching OLS
model should be preferred, mainly on the strength of its superior performance in the
positive feedback situation.
.

S 

e switching OLS model has been introduced only as a proof of the assertion that
there are parameter-free learning models that can outperform the homogeneous rational expectation model. A more sophisticated approach should feature some monitoring device for structural changes in the environment. is point becomes clear
immediately when the results of the structural break experiment of Bao et al. ()
are considered.
e design of the experiment was almost identical to the Heemeijer et al. () expe-



riment, excepting the following: the number of rounds in a run was increased from 
to , and the variance of the random disturbance εt was decreased to (3/10)2 . e
major design change was however that the parameter α, which determines the level of
the fundamental price, changed twice during the experiment. e fundamental price
equalled  during the ﬁrst  rounds,  during the next , and  during the ﬁnal 
rounds. e feedback strength β was constant over the experiment, equal to −0.95 in
the negative feedback treatment, and equal to 0.95 in the positive feedback treatment.
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Figuur : Price realisations in the structural break experiment of Bao et al. (). Solid
grey lines are realised prices per run; doed bla lines are fundamental prices (cf. Bao et al.
(), ﬁgure ).

e resulting price realisations are shown in ﬁgure . e familiar paern of fast convergence in the negative feedback treatment and transient oscillations in the positive
feedback treatment can be observed here as well. What is remarkable is that the experimental subjects immediately notice the structural break — this is most readily apparent
in the negative feedback treatment — and are prepared to forget what they have learned
about the process almost instantly. In the positive feedback treatment, there is much
more inertia of the predictive dynamics, but also there the agents notice the changed
circumstances. e interpretation of these results runs along the same lines as for the
Heemeijer et al. () experiment.



Conclusion

e homogeneous rational expectations hypothesis is not a testable statement about
the expectation formation of real agents in a noisy economic framework. It is, or rather
it should be, a device to be used by economic theoreticians to arrive at an upper limit
of the economic performance of agents.
e experiments reviewed in this article elucidate the relation between institutional ar

rangements and the possibility that collective predictions of initially uninformed human subjects may converge towards the rational benchmark. In the simple context
of the experiments, the institutional arrangements provide an information feedback
structure that ties the prediction problem, which is facing the subjects directly, to the
problem of convergence towards the rational benchmark, which is of no interest to
the subjects, given their incentive structure. If the information feedback is weak, the
experiments reviewed show that the homogeneous rational expectations benchmark
performs poorly as a predictor of subjects behaviour and is easily outperformed by a
model that takes into account learning behaviour.
In the context of the Heemeijer et al. () experiment, which is favourable to the
homogeneous rational expectations hypothesis, it seems that Walras was right: the
hypothesis may be admied as a ﬁrst approximation. For other contexts, as the asset
pricing context in Hommes et al. (), this is more doubtful. But even in this favourable context, we are moving to a stage where the frictions mentioned by Walras can
be measured and modelled as well.
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